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Due to their extraordinary mechanical properties, nanocarbon materials (e.g. carbon nanotube and

graphene) are attracting great interests in the field of nanocomposites. One unique feature in

nanocarbon-based nanocomposites is their intrinsically rich interface, allowing them to adapt the

microstructures in response to external loading and, in turn, to stiffen themselves. This mechanical

behavior, called responsive stiffening, was usually observed in biological materials such as bones and

muscles. The mechanically responsive behaviors of nanocarbon-based materials are particularly exciting

because the nanocarbon-enabled huge interface area offers opportunities to tune such stiffening

performance while this interface advantage is not fully exploited yet. Here, we demonstrate stiffening

behaviors in graphene oxide (GO)-based film materials in response to dynamic oscillations. Through

a facile method of polymer content alteration and alkali treatment, the microstructure and interlayer

interaction of GO films are modified, along with the resulted responsively stiffening performance. Based

on polarized Raman spectra characterizations, we attribute the stiffening mechanism to the

microstructural evolution of GO films during dynamic tension as well as the polymer chains alignment.

Finally, we highlight the significantly improved static mechanical properties of GO film after a simple

stiffening process. Our results not only aid in the development of biomimetic, adaptive materials, but

provide a mechanical way for the design of high-performance nanocarbon-based nanocomposites.
1. Introduction

Adaptive materials are drawing great attention because of their
potential applications both in the biological domain and
materials science.1 There are many admirable biological tissues
in nature exhibiting mechanically responsive behaviors to
external stimuli. For example, sea cucumber dermis has the
ability to rapidly alter its stiffness by regulating the interactions
among adjacent collagen brils.2,3 Bones and muscles are also
responsive to regular stress and are even stiffened by localized
structural remodeling referred as Wolff's law.4–6 However,
different from the way that biological tissues respond to
external stresses, traditional synthetic materials generally
behave passively due to a lack of structural complexity. A
familiar example is that synthetic materials are typically
vulnerable to structural failure when subjected to external
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dynamic load, even though such load is far lower than the
yielding strength of this material.7,8 In efforts to achieve
outstanding performance and maintain the mechanical reli-
ability in practical applications, the bioinspired mechanically
responsive behaviors may be exploited to improve the resiliency
of manmade materials to repeated loading.

Recently, there is increasing evidence in the literature for
biomimetic behaviors (which includes self-stiffening) observed
in various nanocarbon-based macroscopic materials.9–13 Carey
et al. found the dynamic-stress-induced stiffening in poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS)/carbon nanotube (CNT) nano-
composite,11 and Cao et al. observed that PDMS/graphene oxide
(GO) also exhibited strain hardening under dynamic compres-
sion.9 Stiffening effects under cyclic tension were also observed
in nanocomposite system such as polyacrylonitrile/CNT
demonstrated by Li et al., however, it was reported that
polyacrylonitrile/GO showed no obvious stiffening behavior.13

Furthermore, Dai et al. reported the stiffening behavior of GO-
based lms with layered structure, but tuning of stiffening
degree is limited and can only be affected by interlayer adhesion
of GO sheets.10 The stiffening mechanism in these nanocarbon-
based nanocomposites system was attributed to interfacial
structural evolution, where the ultrahigh aspect ratios of
nanocarbons intrinsically feature huge interface area. More
broadly, except for the nanocarbon systems, stiffening
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 36257–36263 | 36257
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behaviors are observed in materials where the microstructures
are able to remodel and reorient in response to loadings. For
example, Senses and Akcora observed an interface-driven stiff-
ening under oscillatory shear in poly(methyl methacrylate)/
nanosilica particle nanocomposite.14 Agrawal et al. observed
the dynamic self-stiffening in liquid crystal elastomers attrib-
uted to a mobile nematic director rotating under dynamic
compression.15 However, the development of mechanically
responsive materials is in its infancy, and further tuning the
self-stiffening performance is still elusive.

Here, we report that GO-based nanocomposite lms exhibit
the analogous stiffening behavior when subjected to repeated
tensile loads. The GO-based nanocomposite lms are con-
structed with GO16,17 nanosheets (rich in hydroxylic, carboxylic
and epoxy groups) as “brick” and chitosan18 (CS, rich in hydrox-
ylic and amine groups) as “mortar” through covalent and
hydrogen bonding in the interface. Such structural characteristic
enables individual sheets to remodel and realign in response to
external dynamic load, leading to obvious stiffening behavior of
the bulk material. Through altering their microstructures and
interfaces, i.e. interlayer spacing by the content of intercalated
macromolecules and the interlayer interaction by chemical
treatment, we effectively modulated the stiffening behaviors of
GO lms. According to our polarized Raman spectra character-
izations we found that the major stiffening behavior is a process
of layered structural evolutions under repeated loading-that the
external energy gives rise to the regularity of layered structure and
the better stress transfer across the interface.
2. Experimental section
2.1 Material

Graphite was obtained from Qingdao Yingshida Graphite Co.,
Ltd., China. Graphene oxide was synthesized by a modied
Hummer's method from the puried natural graphite. Long-
chain chitosan (degree of deacetylation: ca. 90%, viscosity:
1012 mPa s for 1% (w/v), molecular weight: ca. 300 kDa) was
purchased from Shandong Jinhu Co., Ltd., China.
2.2 Preparation of GO/CS nanocomposite lms and as
prepared GO lms

GO sheets were dispersed in deionized water (0.5 mg mL�1) and
further exfoliated via ultrasonic agitation (100 W) for 1 hour to
ensure the well dispersion. Chitosan (CS) akes (1 wt%) was
dissolved in an aqueous acidic solution of glacial acetic acid
(0.5 wt%) for 24 hours. The GO dispersion was then gradually
added into the CS solution with intensely stirring and drops of
alkali solution19,20 to yield a uniform brown-colored dispersion
for 24 hours when GO nanosheets were enwrapped by CS
chains. By means of vacuum-assisted ltration method, these
hybrid building blocks were ltrated by a cellulose membrane
lter (0.22 mm pore size) and assembled into GO/CS nano-
composite lms, following air drying and peeling off from the
lter. A series of GO/CS nanocomposites with different weight
ratios (100/0, 93/7, 78/22, 68/32) were prepared. All the lms
were dried in the drying oven at 60 �C for 12 hours before test.
36258 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 36257–36263
2.3 Preparation of GO/CS-NaOH nanocomposite lms and
GO-NaOH lms

The as-prepared GO/CS thin lms were immersed in 2 M of
aqueous NaOH for 24 hours and were fully rinsed and
immersed in deionized water for 12 hours. They were then
allowed to be dried at 60 �C for 12 hours in an drying oven.

2.4 Characterizations

The cross sections of specimen were observed by eld-emission
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JSM-7500 F) under voltage
of 5 kV. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements for lms were
studied at room temperature (Cu Ka radiation, D/MAX-TTR III,
CBO, Japan) with a voltage of 40.0 kV, current of 200.0 mA, and
scanning speed of 10.0 degrees per minute. Thermogravimetry
analysis (TGA) was performed in TA (Q500, Waters LLC in USA)
with a heating rate of 10 �C min�1 under nitrogen from 30 to
800 �C. Spectral analysis was conducted by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) with an ESCALab220i-XL electron spec-
trometer from VG Scientic using 300 W Al Ka radiation. A
specimen teared by tape along base plane of the GO-based lms
was irradiated with an X-ray beam. The XPS measurements were
performed before and aer each lm treatment. Polarized
Raman spectra were analyzed to study the orientation of GO/CS
nanosheets before and aer dynamic loading. Jobin-Yvon
HR800 micro-Raman system (with an excitation wavelength of
633 nm from a He–Ne laser) was utilized equipped with an
�100 objective lens (numerical aperture z 0.90), a liquid-
nitrogen-cooled charge couple detector, and a 600 lines
per mm grating. A rotational stage and a motorized x–y stage
was used to vary the angle of lms in respect to the vector of the
linearly polarized excitation. All featured bands in Raman
spectra of graphene were tted with Lorentzian functions to
obtain the Raman shis.

2.5 Mechanical testing

Mechanical performances of GO-based lms were measured by
a dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA, TA Q800, Waters LLC in
USA) isothermally at room temperature (25 �C). Samples of
prepared GO-based lms with thickness of �5 mm were cut by
a razor blade into strips (10� 2 mm2) before tests. The dynamic
tension tests were performed in multi frequency mode at 0.1%
strain, 1 Hz, 25 �C, with a preload of 0.01 N. The static tensile
tests were conducted in strain rate mode at a ramp rate of
0.5% min�1 with a preload 0.01 N. The mechanical properties
for each sample are based on the average value of 5–7
specimens.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Structural and interfacial characteristics of GO-based
lms

GO nanosheets in this paper are prepared from natural graphite
powder by chemical exfoliation which is themodied Hummers
method.21 Fig. 1a shows the diagram of fabrication process and
the accompanying chemical mechanisms. Pure GO lms, GO-
based nanocomposite lms (noted as GO/CS) were fabricated
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the GO/CS (68/32) and GO/CS (68/
32)-NaOH film fabrication process and proposed interlayer interaction
mechanism. (b) XPS C 1s spectrum of GO/CS (68/32), GO/CS (68/32)-
NaOH, GO and GO-NaOH, respectively. (c) N 1s spectrum of GO/CS
(68/32) and GO/CS (68/32)-NaOH films.

Fig. 2 (a) Side-view morphology in SEM of the curved structures of
GO/CS nanocomposite films with different weight ratios (100/0, 93/7,
78/22, 68/32) and the fracture surface of the alkali treated GO and GO/
CS (68/32) films. (b) XRD patterns of GO/CS films with different weight
ratio and alkali treated GO and GO/CS (68/32) films.
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by the vacuum assisted ltration method and further treated
with alkaline solution (noted as GO/CS-NaOH). Expectedly, the
amine groups in CS polymer chains would react with carboxyl
groups attached onto GO nanosheets to form amide
groups.19,20,22 XPS is conducted to characterize the variation of
functional groups in GO and GO/CS lms before and aer alkali
treatment as shown in Fig. 1b, c and Table S1.† Interestingly, we
nd that alkali solution treatment could partially reduce the
oxygen-containing groups in GO sheets,23 in which the C(O)O
peak vanishes and the C–O peak decreases from 25.5% to
17.2%. Meantime, the C]C peaks in graphite (C atoms in
graphite, 284.7 eV) increase from 52.7% to 72.6%, indicating
the increasing graphitic domains. As for the GO/CS nano-
composite lms, the C 1s spectra appear a new peak at 286.2 eV
(18.1%) assigned for the C–N together with the decrease of C(O)
O peak from 11.2% (288.6 eV) to 6.6% (288.3 eV), further con-
rming the formation of amide linkages between –COOH in GO
and –NH2 in CS molecules. The N 1s spectra of GO/CS in Fig. 1c
are consistent well with C 1s spectra of GO/CS, where the amide
group is observed.24,25 Aer alkali solution treatment, the amide
group is broken supported by the signicant decrease of amide
groups (from 30.6% to 7.9%) in N 1s spectra, while the amine
groups greatly increase from 53.6% to 92.1%. The presence of
amine groups deriving from amide bonds and neutralized
amine groups of CS molecules would facilitate the formation of
hydrogen bonding networks with hydroxyl groups on GO
surface in GO/CS-NaOH sample. Based on the above discussion,
we infer that the interlayer bonding types in the GO/CS
composite are dominated by both the amide covalent bonding
and hydrogen bonding; aer alkali treatment, the hydrogen
bonding is expected to act as a dominating role at the interface.
Additionally, the alkali treatment is favorable for densifying the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
structure, given the fact that the interlayer spacing in GO/CS-
NaOH is less than that of the untreated one (supported by
XRD results shown in Fig. 2b). Such variations in the interfacial
bonding types and interlayer spacing are expected to exert
inuence on mechanical properties of GO/CS nanocomposite.
Besides, to clarify the different reduction mechanisms between
alkali treatment and HI reduction methods, we also conducted
the electric conductivity measurements for alkali treated GO-
based lm and hydroiodic (HI) reduced GO lm. The alkali
treated GO lms show lower conductivity (5.9 S m�1) than HI
reduced ones (2683.3 S m�1), indicating that the GO nanosheets
are partially reduced by alkali solution.

With the help of vacuum-assisted ltration method, a system-
atic series of GO/CS nanocomposite lms (GO/CS 100/0, GO/CS 93/
7, GO/CS 78/22, GO/CS 68/32) were prepared with GO content
ranging from 68 to 100 wt%. The exact GO/CS weight ratios were
determined by TGA as shown in Fig. S1.† We rst investigate how
the intercalated CS polymer affect the microstructure of GO lms.
Expectedly, the introduction of CS into interlayer gallery would
tune the orientation and waviness of individual GO nanosheets.
The fracture surface of pure GOlm in Fig. 2a reveals thatmost GO
sheets are horizontally aligned with interlayer spacing 0.77 nm and
full width at half-maximum (FWHM) 2.2� as derived from XRD
results in Fig. 2b, which is consistent with the results in litera-
tures.26,27 The obvious layered structure of GO nanosheets could
still maintain even that ca. 32 wt% CS were intercalated into GO
gallery spacing, accompanying the apparent increase in interlayer
spacing up to 1.13 nm and FWHM to 4.60� even though the peak
intensity decays distinctly. Aer the alkali treatment of GO lms,
the peak at 11.48� disappears and the interlayer spacing decreases
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 36257–36263 | 36259
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down to 0.38 nm due to the reduction of the carboxylic and epoxy
groups.23 Similarly, alkali treated GO/CS (68/32)-NaOH lms show
narrower interlayer spacing down to 0.82 nm from 1.13 nm
compared with untreated ones, indicating that alkali penetrates
into the dense structure of the GO/CS lms. The shoulder peak at
20.08� might be the crystalline diffraction peaks of CS under the
inuence of alkaline solution.28

3.2 Static and dynamic mechanical behaviors of GO-based
composite lms

Like the previously reported nacre-like based GO composite
lms,19,29–33 the apparent mechanical enhancements are expected
for GO/CS composites aer intercalation of a given amount of CS
inside GO gallery. Here in, beneting from the synergistic effect
of stiff GO sheets, the ductile CS molecules and its dual interfa-
cial crosslinking modes (namely H-bonding and covalent bond),
the GO/CS nanocomposite lms (93/7, 78/22, 68/32) exhibit
higher strength, modulus, toughness than pure GO lms as
summarized in Fig. 3a and b. For instance, the GO/CS (93/7)
composites exhibit 15.5 � 1.1 GPa, the 63.5% enhancement of
Young's modulus compared to neat GO lms. Besides, the GO/CS
(68/32)-based nanocomposites exhibit the highest toughness (2.8
� 0.3 MJ m�3) without trading-off strength (170.7 � 15.2 MPa)
Fig. 3 Static and dynamic mechanical properties of GO-based
nanocomposite films. (a) Strain–stress curves of GO/CS (68/32), GO/
CS (78/22), GO/CS (93/7), and GO/CS (100/0). (b) Plots of variation
tendency of strength, Young's modulus and toughness of GO/CS
nanocomposite films versus varying GO weight ratio, respectively. (c)
The GO/CS nanocomposite specimens with different weight ratios
(100/0, 93/7, 78/22, 68/32) display increasing stiffness versus dynamic
tension times when cyclically stretched at 0.1% amplitude, 1 Hz, 0.01 N
preload, 25 �C using DMA Q800 (inset). (d) Change in stiffness (%)
versus oscillation times during dynamic tests of GO/CS nano-
composites. (e) Stiffness variation and (f) change of stiffness versus
times of GO, GO-NaOH, GO/CS (68/32), GO/CS (68/32)-NaOH and
CS, respectively.

36260 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 36257–36263
among four specimens. The main deformation mechanisms
involved in GO/CS nanocomposite lms were related to the
slippage of neighbouring GO sheets, stretch and orientation of
both GO llers and CS chains. Further dynamic mechanical tests
indicate that pure GO lms exhibit 20% change in stiffness
caused by the straightening and reorientation of GO sheets. Aer
incorporating CSmolecules inside gallery space in GO sheets, the
discernable stiffening behaviors are gradually strengthened in
response to the repetitive dynamic tension. Comparatively, the
GO/CS (68/32) nanocomposites display 47% change in stiffness
under dynamic tension as shown in Fig. 3c and d, which is more
than twofold of that in pure GO lms. The apparent enhance-
ment in stiffening role could be attributed to the increased
curved features of GO sheets as well as the aligned polymer
chains along the loading direction as shown in Fig. 3e and f. CS
molecules show apparent self-stiffening role during dynamic
tension due to the polymer chain movements. Additionally,
unlike previous reports where obvious dimensional changes
occur aer dynamic loading,11,15 such changes in our GO/CS lms
are quite negligible because of the low-amplitude tensile strain
(z0.1%) as shown in Fig. S2.† Interestingly, the sample length
reduces slightly aer dynamic tension, especially for GO/CS lms
with 22% and 32% CS content, which might be due to the
resilience of stretched CS chains in the process of oscillation.34,35

3.3 Effects of interlayer interaction on the stiffening
performance

Apart from the layered microstructures, the interlayer move-
ments that are determined by intercalated polymer phase and
the interlayer bonding types, can be another important factor in
tuning mechanically stiffening behavior of GO nanocomposite
lms under dynamic load.36,37 As discussed above, among four
GO/CS 100/0, 93/7, 78/22 and 68/32 nanocomposite specimens,
the GO/CS 68/32 composites exhibit the most advantageous
mechanical performances in terms of strength and toughness
as well as mechanically driven self-stiffening behavior. Thus,
the GO/CS 68/32 nanocomposites were employed to investigate
the effect of interlayer bonding types on self-stiffening behavior
under dynamically mechanical stimuli. To clarify the mechan-
ical responses of alkali treated GO/CS and GO lms under
dynamic loads, the stiffening behaviors of lms as a function of
times are monitored as presented in Fig. 3e and f. As expected,
all the lms displayed monotonously stiffening behaviors over
the mechanical training time, and the more prominent stiff-
ening behaviors were observed in samples aer alkali treat-
ment. Specially, the GO/CS (68/32)-NaOH lm exhibits the
highest stiffening behavior among the four different lms,
change in stiffness being up to 95% from initial stiffness
50 288 N m�1 to 97 976 N m�1. Similarly, the GO-NaOH lm
also shows higher stiffness increase (78 014 N m�1) compared
to that of GO lm (39 865 N m�1).

3.4 Mechanism of mechanically responsive behavior in GO-
based lms

The self-stiffening behaviour of polymer is acknowledged for
chain movements (e.g., straightening and reorientation), in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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which the randomly oriented and highly curved chains are
supposed to straighten and align in response to dynamic load at
a large strain level.38,39 In our recent work, we have also
demonstrated themechanically stiffening behaviors of GO lms
resulted from the stretch of highly curved and misaligned GO
nanosheets as well as alignment along the loading direction at
a low strain level. Therefore, the larger waviness observed in the
cross section of GO/CS (68/32) (Fig. 2a) both with and without
treatment could be responsible for its high toughness and
stiffening effect.

In order to characterize the microstructural evolutions of GO/
CS lms during external dynamic tension and hence conrm its
contribution to the self-stiffening behavior, polarized Raman
technique is utilized to record spectra of untreated and alkali
treated GO/CS lms before and aer dynamic oscillation.10,38,40

The cross-sectional view of the GO/CS lms before and aer
dynamically stressed is illuminated by an incident laser beam
perpendicularly. As shown in Fig. 4a and b, the angle (q) between
the base plane of the GO/CS (68/32)-NaOH lm and the electric
eld vector of incident laser is altered from 0� to 360� with a step
of 20�. The angle (a) is the alignment between loading direction
and average GO/CS (68/32)-NaOH nanosheets as shown in Fig. 4c.
The polarized Raman spectra with varying angle (q) is recorded
and G band intensity (IG) is theoretically analyzed. It is observed
that IG reaches a maximum value IG(k) when the electric eld
vector is parallel to the base plane of the GO/CS (68/32)-NaOH
lm (q ¼ 0� and 180�), while arrives at a minimum value IG(t)
when perpendicular to the base plane (q ¼ 90� and 270�), as
shown in Fig. S3.† Specically, it is reported that the IG(k)/IG(t) is
Fig. 4 (a) The G band intensity (IG(q)) as a function of angle (q) between
the base plane of samples and the electric field vector of illuminated
laser for (a) GO/CS (68/32) films and (b) alkali treated GO/CS (68/32)
films (black circles are for samples before dynamic loading, red
triangles are after dynamic loading). (c) Schematic illustration of the
measurement methodology of Raman analysis for dynamically
unstressed and stressed GO/CS-NaOH films. a is the alignment angle
between loading direction and average GO/CS-NaOH nanosheets. q is
the angle between the base plane of the GO/CS (68/32)-NaOH and
the electric field vector of incident laser beam. Inset is the side-view
SEM image of alkali treated GO/CS (68/32) film after 10 000 cycles
dynamic treatment. (d) IG(k)/IG(t) ratio as a function of alignment
angle (a) of nanosheets.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
equal to cot2 a, which indicates that a decreases with an
increasing IG(k)/IG(t) ratio. Moreover, for alkali treated GO/CS
(68/32) sample, the IG(k)/IG(t) is signicantly increased up to
2.5 compared with the unstressed one at the ratio of 1.4, indi-
cating the alignment improvement of GO nanosheets along
loading direction. Meantime, the alignment angles of GO nano-
sheets before dynamic loading averagely distribute at 40� in
respect to loading direction as shown in Fig. 4d. Aer dynamic
loading the distributed angle decreases to 32�, indicating that the
occurring of microstructural evolution which improves the
nanosheet alignments over the dynamic loading. Compared with
the untreated GO/CS lms (the alignment angle is altered from
averagely 39� to 36�), alkali treated GO/CS lms exhibit more
signicantmicrostructure evolution and increase in alignment. A
mechanically stiffer sample is hence achieved as a result of
improved alignment of the laminated structures (Fig. 5).

Furthermore, from the perspective of interfacial bonding, H-
bonding interaction has been proved to be benecial to facili-
tate stiffening performance of materials under dynamic load
because H-bond can easily break and reform under external load
due to the rotational degrees of freedom.10 Herein, the presence
of amide covalent bonding at interface in GO/CS can signicantly
improve bulk mechanical properties of composites, but its irre-
versibility feature is expected to weaken stiffening perfor-
mance.10,34 Instead, with the aid of alkali treatment, the amide
bonds at interface in GO/CS composites were transformed intoH-
bonding instead, which would benet both themovements of GO
nanosheets and CS molecules at the interface.
3.5 Improving the static mechanical properties by dynamic
tension

The presence of polymer phase and variation in interfacial
interaction types successfully enhance the dynamically
responsive behavior, which may provide an effective way to
strengthen the static mechanical properties of bulk materials.
Aer the dynamical oscillation processes in the GO based lms,
we further conduct the static tensile test to verify the mechan-
ical enhancement in both GO and GO/CS (68/32) composite
lms. As shown in Fig. 5a, the static mechanical properties of
stressed GO/CS (68/32)-NaOH lm could reach up to 35.1 �
4.2 GPa in modulus, 614.0 � 36.6 MPa in strength and 9.3 � 1.7
MJ m�3 in toughness, in comparison with the GO/CS lm (12.7
� 1.3 GPa in modulus, 170.7 � 15.2 MPa in strength and 2.8 �
0.3 MJ m�3 in toughness). Compared with other GO-based lms
(enhanced via divalent and trivalent ions; polymers that can
form covalent bonding, hydrogen bonding, p–p conjugated
interactions; reduced GO based with synergistic interactions,
etc.),27,29,31,34,41–46 the GO/CS-NaOH stressed lm show advanta-
geous modulus and strength. Fig. 5b summarizes the
mechanical properties of GO-based lms in our work and other
GO-based nanocomposites reported in literatures (detailed
information see Table S2†). These observations point out that
besides chemical treatments, the GO-based materials can be
reinforced by a simple mechanical oscillation because of their
mechanically responsive behaviors. An experimental routine is
demonstrated in Fig. 5b: mechanical properties of GO lm can
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 36257–36263 | 36261
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Fig. 5 (a) Strain–stress curves of GO and GO/CS (68/32)-NaOH nanocomposite films before and after dynamic tension. (b) Strength, modulus and
toughness of other GO-based nanocomposites (grey bars) compared with that of our works (colorful bars). Mechanical properties of GO film have
been enhanced step by step via compositing with polymer, modifying interlayer interaction, and being stiffened under external dynamic loading.
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be enhanced via polymer intercalation, interface alteration, and
nally mechanical stimuli step by step. Additionally, the
difference in terms of Young's modulus, tensile strength and
toughness of various GO based composite lms both in this
work and literature might relate to the following issues: the
mechanical properties of individual GO sheets, interface
adhesion between reinforcing llers and intercalated polymer,
polymer volume fractions and its morphology at interface, and
microstructural features of composite lms including nanoller
alignment, waviness, sheet sizes.
4. Conclusions

Inspired by the admirable biological tissues which are adaptive to
external stimuli, we report a mechanically stiffening GO-based
nanocomposite lms in response to dynamic tension with as
high as 95% increase in stiffness, meanwhile the static
mechanical properties reach 35.1� 4.2 GPa in modulus, 614.0�
36.6 MPa in strength and 9.3 � 1.7 MJ m�3 in toughness. The
stiffening performance of GO-based lms can be tuned through
altering layered structure by intercalating different contents of
polymer, and tailoring interlayer adhesions between polymer and
GOnanosheets via alkali treatingmethod. Aer dynamic loading,
the mechanically responsive GO based nanocomposite lms can
be stiffened and achieve excellent strength and Young'smodulus.
Alternatively, our results will be benecial to understand the
mechanically responsive mechanism of the special structural
materials and exploit the stiffening behavior to pursue higher
performance nanocomposites before practical application.
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